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Abstract—Within the complex and competitive semiconductor
manufacturing industry, lot cycle time (CT) remains one of
the key performance indicators. Its reduction is of strategic
importance as it contributes to cost decreasing, time-to-market
shortening, faster fault detection, achieving throughput targets,
and improving production-resource scheduling. To reduce CT,
we suggest and investigate a data-driven approach that identifies
key factors and predicts their impact on CT. In our novel
approach, we first identify the most influential factors using
conditional mutual information maximization, and then apply the
selective naive Bayesian classifier (SNBC) for further selection of
a minimal, most discriminative key-factor set for CT prediction.
Applied to a data set representing a simulated fab, our SNBC-
based approach improves the accuracy of CT prediction in
nearly 40% while narrowing the list of factors from 182 to
20. It shows comparable accuracy to those of other machine
learning and statistical models, such as a decision tree, a neural
network, and multinomial logistic regression. Compared to them,
our approach also demonstrates simplicity and interpretability,
as well as speedy and efficient model training. This approach
could be implemented relatively easily in the fab promoting new
insights to the process of wafer fabrication.

Index Terms—Cycle time, data mining, machine learning,
production management, semiconductor manufacturing.

I. Introduction

THE SEMICONDUCTOR manufacturing (SM) industry
is characterized by a rough competition, which involves

cost, quality, and delivery time [1]–[3], and thus continually
forces the need to enhance operational performance through
increased equipment utilization and productivity. An improved
utilization of the fabrication plant (fab) may also lower overall
cost. Some previous approaches for production planning and
control relied on rules of thumbs and heuristics [2]. Others
utilized simulation, statistical analysis methods, analytical
methods, and hybrids of the previous approaches [3]. Since
today manufacturing lines are being automated and equipped
with numerous sensors [4] and the quantities of data typically
collected and stored—measured on the order of terabytes per
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quarter [5]—are increasing exponentially [6], SM modeling
can be intensified, facilitated, and expedited by using machine
learning and data mining (MLDM) [1], [2], [4]–[7]. Being
exploratory and data-driven, and not assumption-driven,
MLDM find hidden, yet potentially valuable information in
terms of specific patterns and thus assist decision makers to
use the information buried in massive quantities of raw data
more efficiently and more effectively [8]. In SM, MLDM can
assist, e.g., in the identification of the factors—among many
collected routinely in the manufacturing process—that are the
most influential on cycle time (CT) reduction. Using these key
factors, and as early as possible during the tool operational
cycle, MLDM can predict CT and provide insights, as well
as practical ways and rules, to understand, control, and
reduce CT.

In this paper, and as part of a broader, joint research project
between the Department of Industrial Engineering and Man-
agement, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva,
Israel, and Intel, Kiryat-Gat, Israel, as a data-driven approach
is developed to transform synthesized fab data into actionable
knowledge for the benefit of manufacturing decision support.
An MLDM tool, based on conditional mutual information
maximization for feature selection and the selective naïve
Bayesian classifier (SNBC), is established and applied to CT
key factor identification and prediction. We believe that this
tool may become an essential and practical mechanism to
promote CT reduction in the fab.

A. Scope and Objectives

Among the key performance indicators of any production
line, including a fab, CT—calculated as the cumulative time
for completion of a work cycle (a single step or a sequence of
steps)—is in the center of attention [9]–[14]. Identifying CT
key factors and predicting CT are crucial means for reducing
CT. Thereby, these means maintain a competitive edge in
the SM industry [2], [3], [6], as they promote shorter time-
to-market, earlier detection of yield decrease and its origin,
cost reduction (e.g., by decreasing the amount of work in
process/progress (WIP) along the process), accomplishment
of throughput targets, and cut down on capacity waste. Aside
from CT reduction, being able to accurately predict CT has a
practical contribution for supporting production-planning deci-
sions (such as scheduling resources and actions for anticipated
job completion), planning production-capacity requirements
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and assessing the ability to meet customer due dates. In many
cases, the delivery lead time, which is primarily dependent
on CT, becomes the most important factor in determining
whether a semiconductor supplier wins or loses a particular
order [11].

A first step toward reducing CT is to understand the
mechanisms of its key factors and how they affect CT. This
fundamental knowledge could then assist in estimating CT
and in targeting these factors for long-term CT reduction
and increased equipment utilization and productivity. Among
the CT factors most commonly considered in the literature
are WIP levels [6], line-bottlenecks [13], rework rates [14],
equipment down time [13], [14], mean time between failures/to
repair (MTBF/MTTR) [12], setups [12], [13], capacity of
available tools [2], dispatch rules [9]–[13], lot priority and
scheduling policies [5], [9]–[14], equipment load [10], [12],
[13], and product mix [10], [12]. Many of these factors are
taken into account as potential CT factors in the current
research as well. Many other candidate explanatory factors—
possibly summing up to more than a thousand [15]—are
available for further analysis in today’s fabs. The human factor
(availability, knowledge, training, and so on) is one of them.
However, it is left out of our scope, following the tendency
in current (fully) automated fabs to minimize the dependence
on human operators. Most of the other factors that are out
of the scope of the current research concern process data,
equipment data, lot priority, and history that are recorded
automatically or semi-automatically and accumulated during
the fabrication process [1]. Since the research mainly focuses
on introducing and applying an original approach of CT key-
factor identification and prediction, we leave the possibility of
exhaustively examining fab-related factors to a future research.
Previous efforts to reduce CT targeted lot dispatching [9], line
balancing, process design and layout, material handling [10],
and batch size controlling [11].

The current research proposes a novel and effective data-
driven approach to identify the factors that are most influential
on CT and least inter-correlated. Based on these key factors,
we estimate CT. Once validated on genuine fab data, the
proposed approach could easily be deployed at the fab and
serve as a practical, efficient, and effective means to analyze,
control, and reduce CT.

B. Waiting Time

Cycle time consists of processing, inspection, and trans-
portation times, as well as waiting time for equipment, to
complete preventive/breakdown maintenance, or due to en-
gineering hold. However, due to the assumption of rigid
processing times, on which the industrial engineer usually
has no effect, the focus of the current research is set on the
reduction of waiting time (WT) rather than the whole CT.
From a business point of view, identifying the top WT factors
is a step toward eliminating waste in the manufacturing line
and a means to narrow down the range of possible actions for
reduction of the whole CT.

The WT key factors to be revealed throughout this research
are ought to meet several basic requirements. First, they should
be able to profoundly assist in distinguishing between differ-

ent levels of operation waiting times. Second, these factors
should be useful and feasible to control by the manufacturing
engineers. Another desired quality of the factors is for them
to be as limited in number as possible for achieving simplicity
and generality of the prediction model without compromising
on prediction capability.

In the remainder of this paper, we describe data collection in
Section II and methods of preprocessing and discretization of
the data in Section III. Section IV is devoted to the introduction
of our feature selection approach and Section V to modeling.
Section VI presents our experimental methodology and also
provides results of applying this methodology to the data. In
Section VII, we discuss our findings and conclude this paper
and in Section VIII we highlight the contribution of the study
and discuss future research.

II. Data Collection

For the simulation of a fab, we generate data using SE-
MATECH Dataset 1—a common standard for SM data mod-
eling [16]. This simple mechanism of data generation allows
controlled analysis of fab factors and their impact on each
other in different fab settings and product manufacturing
scenarios and for various purposes, such as the understanding
of the relationships and trends in a full-scale SM plant [17],
identification of the relationship between the X-factor metric
and the effective capacity of the line [18], and comparison of
scheduling polices [19]. Our model represents a reduced-scale
fab of Flash non-volatile memory, in which the tools, routing,
products, and flow characteristics are taken from actual fabs,
providing numerous fab scenarios for the analysis. This model,
implemented using Autosched AP simulation software, is
comprised of two products that are different in their routes
and characteristics. The numbers of operations (production
steps) needed to complete routes one and two are 208 and
243, respectively. The model includes 68 types of 211 tools
as well as features of inspection, maintenance, rework, and in-
line scrap. The release rate of the 48-wafer lots is constant and
stands at about one lot every 3 h for route one and one lot every
6 h for route two, leading to a total of 4000 wafers per week.
Using three tuning variables—lot starts (time intervals between
releasing new lots into the process), MTBF, and MTTR—we
simulate different product mixes and tool availability.

Following 123 simulation scenarios, each containing 451
operations of both routes (123 × 451=) 55 473 instances
are collected. Each instance, representing an operation, is a
182-dimensional feature (factor, variable) vector. Features are
divided into identifiers (such as operation or tool ID), pa-
rameters (infrastructural variables, such as operation position
in the process, tool type running the operation, and batch
size), performance measures (such as means and standard
deviations of WT and CT, inter-arrival time, and WIP levels)
and calculated variables (such as the ratio of tool utilization
to availability or expected work load on tools).

While forming the final data set for analysis, we decided to
further utilize the simulated data set, and test the assumption
that an operation WT depends also on characteristics of
previous operations. For example, an operation with a short CT
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but a high throughput rate may extend the queue of the next
operation, and hence may lengthen its mean WT. Therefore,
besides features of the current operation, every instance in the
data set also holds values of the same features measured in the
two preceding operations. The features of the three operations
are regarded as candidate CT factors of the current operation.

Representing two products and more than a hundred sce-
narios, each having more than four hundred combinations of
product-operation, the derived data set—we believe—is large
enough to represent a real fab.

III. Preprocessing and Discretization of Data

Basic preprocessing of the collected raw data set to
make it ready for the analysis includes omitting unnecessary
experiment-specific identifiers, such as operation ID and tool
ID, and WT-related performance measures, such as CT mean
and standard deviation. It also consists of reclassifying al-
phanumeric values (e.g., yes/no) in variables indicating batch
operations as nominal (e.g., 1/0) and relabeling of values of
categorical features with numeric values (e.g., the values none
\start\middle\end of “positioning within rework loop” are
changed to 0\1\2\3, respectively). By the end of this stage, the
number of features in the data set is reduced from 182 to 155.

In this paper, we predict WT using a version of the naı̈ve
Bayesian classifier (NBC) [20], [21]. This is an accurate and
efficient model that has many advantages over other models,
especially when considering implementation and deployment
in the fab. Since NBC is usually applied to discrete rather
than continuous data [22], we consider WT classification (as
opposed to general prediction) and discretize all continuous
variables in the data set. Discretization is the transformation
of a continuous-valued variable into a discrete-valued variable,
usually by setting certain thresholds on the variable values to
separate them to different ranges (“bins”), where each is rep-
resented by a discrete value. There is substantial evidence [23]
that discretization expedites classifier design, mainly because
a discrete variable—having a finite, usually a small, number
of values—is easier to model than a continuous variable
that theoretically has an infinite number of values. When
considering the NBC accuracy, there are studies that demon-
strate inferiority of classification based on continuous variables
over that based on these variables following discretization
[23], [24] and other studies that show the opposite [25].
Nevertheless, our experience shows that any apparent gap, if
exists, between accuracies achieved by the two approaches
could easily be bridged if we carefully choose the method
of modeling the continuous variables or the parameters of
discretization. Therefore, we see no risk of losing prediction
accuracy by applying NBC to the discretized variables.

Since our generated data set has never been evaluated
before, we have no prior knowledge regarding which dis-
cretization method or discretization thresholds would be most
appropriate for WT prediction and hence evaluate several
methods empirically. In addition, we make a distinction be-
tween discretization of WT factors (i.e., the independent
variables) and discretization of the WT variable itself (i.e.,
the dependent variable). This distinction is primarily due to

Fig. 1. WT histogram and discretization thresholds derived using equal-
frequency binning, manual selection, and Lloyd-Max quantization.

the different roles and distributions of WT and its factors.
Following a preliminary study, we determined three levels—
low, medium, and high—that reasonably represent WT, could
demonstrate our methodology, and may easily be adopted by
the fab. Nevertheless, we further recommend optimizing this
number of levels for each particular data set and before the
deployment in the fab according to the fab needs. In contrary
to discretization of the WT variable, there is no reason to limit
the discretization of WT factors by the number of possible
levels. Therefore, our methodology is flexible and does not
depend on this number or on the values of thresholds. Clearly,
the fab can easily adapt them to its own needs to meet its
common practices and unique constraints.

Numerous approaches [23], [24], [26], [27] have previously
been utilized for variable discretization, two of which are
selected here for WT factors and three for the WT variable.
The first, and one of the simplest discretization methods, is
known as equal-frequency binning. Given m instances and a
user-defined value k, the method divides the range of each
feature value into k bins where each bin contains m/k instances
of adjacent values. Thus, in our case, this discretization method
maintains equal prior probabilities for the three WT levels and,
thereby, may also eliminate possible bias of WT classification
due to imbalanced data. That is, in cases of acute differences
in prior probabilities of WT levels (e.g., if most instances
have a single WT value), a WT classifier that is trained using
a discretization method other than equal-frequency binning
would hardly ever opt for a minority WT class and would,
therefore, make it harder to predict this class. Fig. 1 shows
a histogram of WT values of our simulated fab data set
with indications (continuous lines) of two thresholds created
following a three-level equal-frequency binning.

The second method of discretization relies on manual se-
lection of thresholds. Thresholds where WT seems to undergo
major changes are manually selected to separate between bulks
of instances that represent different WT values (dotted lines in
Fig. 1). Prior probabilities are no longer equal; however they
are not extremely different from one another. The third method
we evaluate, known as L-Level Lloyd-Max quantization [26],
is an algorithm that originated from the field of pulse code
modulation. The algorithm finds the thresholds needed to
quantize the continuous variable, such that the mean square
quantization error between the continuous variable values and
their quantized (discrete) values is minimized. The result of
applying this algorithm to the simulated fab data is shown in
Fig. 1 (dashed lines). When data of a real fab is acquired,
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manual modification of the WT thresholds derived by either
method may be applied—if necessary—according to actual
fab objectives, demands or constraints, e.g., due to durations
of operator working shifts.

Concerning WT factors, two methods are considered. One
is the equal-frequency binning previously described, this time
with k = 10 bins for each continuous variable. Such a value of
k is common in variable discretization using equal-frequency
binning. Since this discretization method does not utilize
class labels (i.e., the three WT levels) in setting partition
boundaries, it is likely that some information necessary for WT
classification will be lost as a result of combining values that
might be associated with different class labels in the same bin.

As opposed to this unsupervised discretization method [23],
the entropy-based method is supervised since it utilizes WT
labels. According to this method [27], a threshold TA for a
continuous-valued feature A in a data set S is selected among
all candidates TAs that partition A into two intervals. The
selected TA is the one that minimizes the weighted average
of entropies of the subsets S1 and S2 of instances created after
the partition

E(A, TA, S) =
|S1|
|S| · H(S1) +

|S2|
|S| · H(S2). (1)

The weights are ratios of numbers of instances in each subset
to the number of instances in the data set before partitioning
A according to TA, and H(Sj) is the class entropy of a subset
Sj

H(Sj) = −
NC∑
i=1

P(ci, Sj) · log P(ci, Sj) (2)

where P(ci, Sj) is the proportion of instances in Sj that belong
to class ci of Nc classes of class variable C.

After employing TA to partition a continuous feature into
two intervals, the algorithm continues and selects the best
threshold to each such interval and then recursively creates
a multi-interval discretization of the feature. Stopping the
recursion to avoid unnecessary splits is performed according
to the minimum description length (MDL) principle [28],
defined as the minimal number of bits required to uniquely
specify discretization based on a particular number of intervals
given the data. By penalizing a too large number of intervals,
MDL guarantees that the discretization result is the simplest
possible according to the data, and thus also provides the
lowest probability of erroneous discretization [27]. The result
of such discretization is that some areas in the continuous
spaces are partitioned very finely whereas others, which
have relatively low entropy, are partitioned coarsely. Due
to this quality, several studies [23], [27] showed that NBC
significantly improves accuracy when continuous-feature
discretization is based on entropy minimization.

IV. Feature Selection

Preliminary experimentation with data sets differing by
the number of features raised a couple of challenges. The
first was the computation time of SNBC induction, which
is exponentially increasing with the number of features. The

Fig. 2. Methodology of feature selection and classification developed in the
research.

other challenge was redundancy and irrelevance of features.
Meeting these challenges should also comply with identify-
ing features that are possible to be controlled by the fab.
Another study [15] for diagnosis of yield-loss factors in SM
reported similar challenges. Moreover, it was clearly seen in
preliminary experiments that after selecting an optimal set of
features to classify WT, not only that the addition of more
features did not contribute to classification accuracy, but it
actually offended it. This phenomenon might be an indication
that SNBC over-fitted the data, and its generalization ability
was negatively affected when too many features were selected
as WT factors. The solution to both challenges and to over-
fitting is feature selection [8] by which a subset of the features
that contribute to correct classification and are independent of
each other as much as possible is selected. Not only that this
feature subset is smaller and less redundant than the original
set but it also usually improves classification performance.

Feature selection methods can be grouped into two types—
filters and wrappers [29]. Filters are classifier agnostic, as they
are not specific to any type of classification method. Standard
filters rank features according to their individual predictive
power, which can be estimated by various means [15], [30],
[31]. Wrappers evaluate the discriminability of a set of features
using classifiers and as part of classification [25], [29]. The
main drawback of wrapper methods is their computation-time
cost incurred when repeatedly train and evaluate the classifier
on each examined feature subset. On the other hand, the main
drawback of filters is that they do not necessarily meet both
essential aspects of feature selection, i.e., providing accurate
classification by a small number of independent features.

To get the best of both worlds, the methodology of the
current research (Fig. 2) employs a time-saving filter to extract
the top-50 most informative and independent features, fol-
lowed by a wrapper that combines further feature selection and
classification. We describe the filter below and the wrapper,
which is basically a classifier, in Section V.

The filter relies on the criterion of conditional mutual
information maximization (CMIM) [32]. Using CMIM, we
can incrementally select features that carry information about
the class that has not been caught by any of the already-
selected features. For this purpose, we first consider the class
entropy quantifying the uncertainty in each of the labels
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(c1, c2, ..., cNC
) of the class variable C using the class prior

probabilities (P(c1), P(c2), ..., P(cNC
))

H(C) = −
NC∑
i=1

P(ci) · log P(ci). (3)

After observing a feature U, the uncertainty in the class label
becomes conditional on each of the NU values (u1, u2, ..., uNU

)
of this feature. The conditional class entropy computed using
the probabilities of the conditionals reflects the remaining
uncertainty of C conditional on U

H(C|U) = −
NU∑
j=1

P(uj)

(
NC∑
i=1

P(ci|uj) · log P(ci|uj)

)
. (4)

The conditional class entropy H(C|U) is always less than,
or equal to, the class entropy H(C), as U can only reduce
the uncertainty in the label of C. Equality exists if and only if
the feature and the class are probabilistically independent. The
amount by which the uncertainty about the class is decreased
by considering the feature is defined as the mutual information
(MI) between these two variables

MI(C; U) = H(C) − H(C|U)

=
∑

ci,uj
P(ci, uj) · log

P(ci, uj)

P(ci)P(uj)
.

(5)

In the context of WT prediction, C and U represent,
respectively, WT and any of its potential key factors. A factor
having a high degree of MI with WT substantially reduces
the uncertainty about WT, and contributes to WT prediction
[33]–[35]. However, when two such factors are selected and
there is a high degree of dependency between them, one of
them is redundant to classification. This is since its addition
to a feature set that already includes the other factor cannot
increase the classification accuracy dramatically while at the
same time it may even undermine the accuracy due to in-
creasing the “curse-of-dimensionality” [36]. Therefore, CMIM
[32]—the feature selection algorithm we apply—incrementally
selects factors that contribute to WT prediction conditioned
that they are not dependent on already-selected factors. To
measure this conditional contribution, CMIM has to replace
MI with conditional MI (CMI) and compute MI between WT
and a candidate WT factor U conditioned on any already-
selected factor V represented using NV values (v1, v2, ..., vNV

)

CMI(C; U|V ) = H(C|V ) − H(C|U, V )

=
∑

ci,uj,vk
P(ci, uj|vk) · log

P(ci, uj|vk)

P(ci|vk)P(uj|vk)
.

(6)

That is, the CMI criterion, reflecting an estimate of the amount
of information shared between C and U when V is known,
guarantees a good tradeoff between WT discrimination and
factor independence.

Within a search for the top-N features, the CMIM algorithm
makes certain that a feature similar to those already picked
is not selected, even if it is individually predictive. The
motivation is that this feature does not carry extra information
about the class to predict, other than the information already
captured by features previously chosen. Previous experiments

Fig. 3. NBC represented as a Bayesian network.

[32] showed how using CMIM and NBC outperformed other
combinations of feature selection and classification methods,
while proving robustness when challenged by noisy data sets
and achieving error rates similar to, or lower than, those
of state-of-the-art classifiers. Finally, as [32] concerned only
binary problems (having binary features and two classes),
we extend the CMIM criterion to multivariate variables and
multiclass problems to make it applicable to WT prediction.

V. Modeling

A classifier assigns an instance—represented by values of a
set of features—to one of a finite number of class labels. In this
paper, we search for the classifier maximizing the probability
of correct classification of a fab operation to a WT label, and
also identify those operation features that contribute to the
classifier highest accuracy and therefore can be considered as
WT key factors.

Previous studies of CT prediction using MLDM in SM re-
lied on decision trees [2], [5], [6], neural networks [2], [5], [6],
[10], the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [5], [6], and clustering
[2], [6]. We suggest here (Fig. 2) a different approach based on
preliminary feature selection using CMIM (the filter) followed
by further feature selection and classification using a version
of NBC called SNBC (the wrapper). SNBC [21] runs NBC
[20] while conducting a greedy forward selection search over
the space of features. Starting from an empty feature subset,
SNBC incrementally adds to the current subset the feature,
among all unselected features, that maximizes the NBC classi-
fication accuracy of the subset. NBC is regarded as an accurate
MLDM classifier [22], [25], [37], and although not considered
as accurate as a neural network or as intuitive as a decision
tree, it has advantages in terms of simplicity, training and
classification speeds, and problem scalability [21], [22], [37].

NBC can be presented (Fig. 3) as a Bayesian network in
which observed variables X1, X2, . . . , Xm are independent of
each other given the class variable C [20]. That is, the network
observed variables are represented by nodes onto which all
arcs from the class variable (node) are directed. For WT
classification, the class and the observed variables represent,
respectively, WT and its factors.

During training and using the data, the NBC parameters
are estimated by the class-conditional probability distributions
P(xj|ci) for each value xj of variable Xj and each label ci of
the class variable and by the label priori probabilities P(ci). A
test instance I, represented as a conjunction (x1, x2, . . . , xm)
of m values of the observed variables in the form (∧xj) is
classified using Bayes’ theorem

P(ci|I) =
P(ci) · P(I |ci)

P(I)
=

P(ci) · P(∧xj |ci)∑
k P(∧xj |ck) · P(ck)

. (7)
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Due to the (naive) independence assumption, the computation
of the m-dimensional likelihood, (∧xj|cj), can be decomposed
by a product of m 1-D class-conditional probabilities (xj|cj).
Hence, the class-posterior probability (7) can be estimated
based on

P(ci|I) =
P(ci) · ∏

j P(xj |ci)∑
k

∏
j P(xj |ck) · P(ck)

(8)

and the predicted WT is identified by the class c* achieving
the highest a posteriori probability, P(c*|I).

By decomposing the likelihood, NBC gains simplicity,
scalability, and the possibility of speedy training, which may
contribute to fast and efficient deployment of the model in the
fab. The robustness of the model—demonstrated in almost no
need in setting parameters or applying heuristics while training
the classifier—makes this deployment even easier. Another
advantage is that NBC results are intuitive and easy for human
interpretation. In addition, the above advantages may prevail
even when confronting the rapidly changing environment of
the fab if the model is allowed to re-train. Finally, since the
naïve assumption of feature conditional independence rarely
holds for natural data sets and may therefore undermine the
NBC classification accuracy, our methodology feeds SNBC
only with features that CMIM has previously considered as
both discriminative and independent to each other.

VI. Methodology and Results

In the first stage, we implemented in MATLAB the CMIM,
NBC, and SNBC algorithms as well as a code for execut-
ing the experimental methodology (Fig. 2). In the second
stage, we performed preliminary feature selection using the
CMIM algorithm to reduce the problem 155-dimensionality,
and thereby facilitate the SNBC operation. Results of initial
runs revealed that the minimal number of features that were
needed to reach the maximal accuracy over a validation set—
independent of the training set—was approximately 47. Hence,
it was decided to perform preliminary feature selection using
CMIM to extract the top-50 of the available features, and
consider only them in the stage of modeling.

Fig. 4 shows CMI scores (6) for the first 50 iterations of
the CMIM algorithm in which the first 50 individual features
achieving the highest CMI values using the validation set
are selected. CMI scores are averaged over ten runs, each
using 10 000 random instances for training and another 10 000
random instances for validation of the CMIM algorithm.
Having a maximal value of MI with WT class, the “number
of operations carried out by the tool” is the first feature
selected for WT classification. The second selected feature
is the “mean time in processing state” that has the maximal
value of MI with WT class conditioned on the “number of
operations carried out by the tool” that has already been
selected. Further, the most discriminative and least redundant
features—relative to already-selected features—are (in this
order) “tool availability,” “number of previous tool loops,”
“standard deviation of the percent of tool’s time in down
state,” and “load.” As expected from CMIM, Fig. 4 keeps
descending monotonically, reflecting the diminishing effect of

Fig. 4. Means and 95% confidence intervals of CMI scores for features
selected during the first 50 iterations of the CMIM algorithm.

Fig. 5. Methodology of experiments.

marginal information to WT class added by additional features.
The confidence intervals measured for CMI values are narrow,
indicating the stability of the algorithm.

At the end of this stage, narrowing the list of candidate WT
factors down from 155 to 50 features by using the CMIM filter,
the data set is more suitable to be processed by the wrapper
that further selects features, as part of WT classification.

In the third stage, which is modeling, we establish a
methodology (Fig. 5) by which we perform two loops of
experiments. In the outer loop, we perform 2-fold cross-
validation (CV2). That is, we randomly partition the data set
into two equal subsets. We use the first subset for learning
a model and the second subset for testing the trained model
and computing its classification accuracy. This accuracy is
the percentage of instances (operations) for which the WT
class predicted by the model is equal to the actual WT class.
We then change the roles of the two subsets and repeat
the procedure, before averaging the two test accuracies and
reporting this average accuracy.

In the inner loop of the CV2 experiment, and using the
learning subset, we select the WT key factors and the model
that uses these factors to predict WT class most accurately.
For this purpose, we first randomly partition the learning set
into a training set having 70% of the learning set and a
validation set having the remaining 30% of the data using
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Fig. 6. SNBC classification accuracy (mean +/− std.) for increasing num-
bers of features, when applying equal-frequency binning of WT and entropy-
based discretization of WT factors for a fab manufacturing both products.

a hold-out procedure [36]. The training set is used to train
the SNBC algorithm whereas the validation set is used to stop
the algorithm when classifier accuracy ceases to increase. The
stopping point determines a WT key factor set. Using these
factors and the entire learning set, an NBC is trained and then
tested on the test set. This training-validation-test procedure
repeats for 10 random 70/30 partitions of the learning set, and
then the mean test classification accuracy (and its standard
deviation) are recorded and a majority vote over the 10 sets of
WT key factors is performed to determine the WT key factors
reported for this fold of the CV2. Finally, the experiment
repeats with the learning and test sets exchanged and the
final results are averaged over the two folds of the CV2
methodology and reported.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the results of applying the above
methodology to find the optimal number of WT key factors
and estimate their accuracy in WT class prediction in a fab
manufacturing both products (Section II). WT is discretized
using equal-frequency binning and the WT factors are dis-
cretized using the entropy-based method (Section III). The
figure shows that the SNBC classification accuracy measured
using a validation set for increasing numbers of selected
features peaks for 20 features.

We repeat the same procedure for a fab manufacturing both
products using any of the combinations of WT discretizations
(i.e., equal frequency, manual selection, and Lloyd’s) and
WT factor discretizations (i.e., equal frequency, and entropy-
based). Fig. 7 shows similar graphs to that in Fig. 6 for
all six combinations of discretization methods. Accuracies in
all cases increase steeply when adding the first key factors
and then, after including the first 10–30 factors (depending
on the discretization methods), are stabilized before slightly
decline. The peak performance in each graph for a certain
number of features, clearly demonstrates how a model having
too few features under fits the data and a model having too
many features over fits the data. In both cases, performance
is inferior to performance using the optimal number of key
factors. In addition, Fig. 7 demonstrates superiority of equal-
frequency binning of WT (upmost lines) with respect to WT
classification accuracy.

Test results for equal-frequency binning applied to both
WT and its factors and each of the products, as well as

Fig. 7. SNBC mean classification accuracy for increasing numbers of fea-
tures and a fab manufacturing both products. The graphs exhibit different
combinations of discretization methods.

TABLE I

Classification Performance

WT Factor # of Selected Accuracy
Products Discretization Discretization Key Factors Mean (std)

(%)
First Equal Equal 25.3 (13.8) 75.3 (0.4)
Second Equal Equal 36.7 (7.1) 73.3 (0.2)
Both Equal Equal 18.5 (9.1) 72.2 (0.4)
Both Equal Entropy 20.3 (7.8) 72.6 (0.5)
Both Manual Equal 29.7 (9.2) 70.7 (0.4)
Both Manual Entropy 29.0 (7.0) 70.6 (0.4)
Both Lloyd’s Equal 21.8 (6.0) 64.7 (0.6)
Both Lloyd’s Entropy 15.5 (7.7) 64.6 (0.8)

for all six combinations of discretizations for manufacturing
both products, are presented in Table I. Results show that
although WT models for a single product are based on more
features than those for both products, they are also more
accurate. This matches expectation that modeling the behavior
of a single product would be more accurate than that of
two non-identical products. Table I also manifests that WT
discretization using equal-frequency binning is advantageous
to other WT discretization methods, and that the discretization
method applied to WT factors has no significant effect on
classification accuracy.

The last result matches results of empirical studies [23], [24]
of a variety of discretization methods that show that entropy-
based methods perform slightly better in some data sets,
but on average, all discretization methods perform roughly
the same. We note that these conclusions are limited to
discretization of the independent variables but not of the
dependent variable. Indeed, Table I and Fig. 7 demonstrate
that WT (our dependent variable) is affected by the method of
discretization. In addition, Fig. 7 shows that for each case there
is a range of sizes of possible feature subsets that provide near
optimal performance. For example, though a model comprising
20 features is selected for both products and equal-entropy
discretization, a model comprising, say ten features is not
inferior significantly. This manifests the robustness of our
feature-selection methodology.

In the last stage of the study, the SNBC classification accu-
racy is compared, using the same experimental methodology,
with those of two of the most common MLDM classifiers—
C5.0 decision tree and artificial neural network (ANN)—
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TABLE II

Classification Accuracies Achieved by Competitive Models for

a Fab Manufacturing Two Products

Classifier Average (%) StDev (%)
ANN 73.2 0.7
MLR 73.2 0.3
SNBC 72.6 0.4
C5.0 72.3 0.4

Fig. 8. Box plot for classification accuracies of the four models.

TABLE III

ANOVA Table for Classification Accuracies Achieved by the

ANN, MLR, SNBC, and C5.0 Classifiers

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

df Mean
Square

F
Value

P
Value

F Critical

Between
groups

14.55 3 4.85 19.35 0.000 2.725

Within
groups

19.04 76 0.25

Total 33.59 79

and with that of multinomial logistic regression (MLR)—
generalizing logistic regression to more than two outcomes.
Note that ANN and decision trees are also the most popular
MLDM models used for CT prediction in SM in Section V.
All models are trained using the same learning sets and top-50
features selected using CMIM, and their classification accu-
racies are evaluated using the same test sets. Table II shows
the means and standard deviations of the test classification
accuracies of the four models when the fab manufactures the
two products.

Fig. 8 provides a richer representation for the comparison
using a box plot manifesting graphically for each model the
sample minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and
maximum.

All classifiers seem to perform comparably well, where
ANN and MLR are superior to SNBC (due to its naive
assumption of variable conditional independence) and C5.0,
and SNBC is superior to C5.0. Results of ANOVA (Table III)
prove that not all models perform the same (P-value < 0.0001).
Fisher’s least significant difference procedure—a two-step test
for pairwise comparisons made following ANOVA—reveals
that ANN and MLR accuracies are significantly higher than
that of SNBC, and that SNBC accuracy is significantly higher
than that of C5.0.

TABLE IV

Differences Between Models Evaluated, as Revealed in the

Study

Classifier Property ANN MLR SNBC C5.0
Accuracy Supreme Supreme Good Least good
Model complexity High Low Low Moderate
Speed of training Long Fast Very fast Average
Human interpretation Difficult Moderate Easy Moderate
Inherent feature
selection

Not trivial Not
existed
in factorial

Simple and
Efficient

Moderately
efficient

Scalability Not good Good Supreme Poor
Attractiveness to
deployment

Moderate Moderate High High

VII. Discussion and Conclusion

Besides achieving a classification accuracy which is compa-
rable to those of state-of-the-art classifiers, SNBC has several
advantages over the other classifiers. First is SNBC over-
whelming scalability—that is the classifier ability to keep its
accuracy for increasing numbers of variables—more than any
other classifier. This is a result of likelihood decomposition by
NBC [8]. Second is SNBC computational and time complexi-
ties, which are lower than those of the other classifiers. Third is
the inherent feature selection the classifier performs. It allows
the classifier to reduce the size of the feature set to 20 WT
key factors for optimal accuracy and even to around 10 factors
with almost no performance degradation. ANN, for example,
needs all 50 features, two hidden layers, and an intensive
training period. Reducing the list of 50 features to several key
factors is not immediate in ANN and needs exploration of
the network parameters. The list of key factors derived using
C5.0 is shorter than that of ANN but the tree depth is of
around 9 levels undermining quick and easy interpretation of
the mechanisms contributing to WT. Also MLR finds all 50
factors important for prediction (stepwise mode was disabled
by the full factorial mode) and yields a too-complex model.
Table IV summarizes the differences between the four models
as found in this paper (and not necessarily in general), and
demonstrates SNBC advantages. These advantages of SNBC
make the model a recommended WT predictor for SM.

Table I shows that the most accurate SNBC model com-
prises about 20 features on average (though a model com-
prising ten features is not too inferior). Out of which, the
ones selected first by the model and hence are considered
most influential on WT (a.k.a. “WT key factors”) are the
“frequency of tool idleness” (waiting for operator or material),
“tool availability” (found influential also in [12] and [14],
indicating that WT decreases with tool availability), “number
of previous tool loops” (re-entrant behavior), “number of
operations carried out by the tool,” and “standard deviation
of the queue length” (discussed in the context of WIP in [2],
[5], [11]–[14], and [38]).

Fig. 9 presents a distribution of WT levels [low (1),
medium (2), and high (3)] for increasing levels of “tool
availability” from 1 to 10. The figure shows that, as expected,
high levels of availability mainly lead to low WT, whereas
low levels of availability relate primarily to medium to high
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Fig. 9. WT distribution for increasing tool availability levels.

WT levels. The very strong correspondence between level 1
of tool availability (and for lesser correspondence levels 2–4)
and high WT and between level 10 (and other high levels)
of tool availability and low WT, provides some explanation
to why “tool availability” is ranked second on the list of top
WT key factors. Also “tool availability” of previous operation
is ranked high (seventh place).

The “number of such tools in the fab” [38] is also found in-
fluential on WT. Interestingly however, the two corresponding
factors, ranked ninth and eighth on the list of the top 20 WT
key factors, are of the previous operation and the one before,
respectively, rather than of the current operation. Moreover,
concerning these two previous operations, it is found that of
the top-20 factors, 12 describe the current operation, 6 describe
its predecessor (4 of which were among the top-10) and
2 factors belong to the former operation (both in the top-10).
Apparently, previous operations do affect the average WT of
the current operation more significantly than we expected.

Regarding the nature of the 20 extracted WT key factors,
the trained model has a 50%–50% mixture of infrastructural
parameters (which are available before the simulation run)
and performance measures (available only after the run).
Among the top-10 factors, 80% are infrastructural parameters
and only 20% are performance measures, either of the
current operation or its predecessors. For a manufacturing
engineer, it would certainly be preferable to obtain a
model for decision support that consists of as many factors
as possible that their values are known in advance and
can be further controlled even before the operation has
started.

VIII. Contribution and Future Research

This paper aims at introducing a novel and complete
MLDM-based methodology for CT (WT) key factor iden-
tification and prediction in SM. It shows how uncertainty
in WT estimation could decrease by using MLDM methods
while employing only fraction of the available factors, which
interestingly also include factors of past operations. From
a base line of 33.3% prior probability for any WT level
(low, medium, or high), the learned model has reached an
average accuracy of 72.6% on a test set of unseen-before
operations, reflecting an improvement of nearly 40% in WT
estimation accuracy. In addition, the research demonstrates the

TABLE V

Features Removed During Preliminary Filtering

Feature Description Associated Op-
eration(s)

Filtering Reason

Index of experiments’ set Any Identifier
Layer index Any Identifier
Machine/tool type name Any Identifier
Operation index Any Identifier
Operation name Any Identifier
Product type (1 or 2) Any Identifier
Simulation run index Any Identifier
Tool-set index Any Identifier
X Factor: CT/process time Current,

segment
Performance
measure

Mean CT Current,
segment

Performance
measure

Mean WT Segment Performance
measure

St.dev. CT Segment Performance
measure

St.dev. operation’s CT Current Performance
measure

St.dev. WT Current,
segment

Performance
measure

contribution of CMIM and SNBC to accurate classification of
WT.

The research also lays practical and methodological grounds
for a future research, which can be extended to other target
functions (such as X-factor or yield-oriented performance
indicators) and more complex fab environments having several
products with various versions. As the research assumes a
truthful representation of a fab by the simulated data, its
resultant classification models and conclusions are yet to be
validated on genuine data, collected through routine manufac-
turing. Once validated, in addition to assisting semiconductor
manufacturers in better focusing their resources on future
CT reduction efforts, the models could easily be integrated
into manufacturing lines, automatically collecting fab-wide
data and processing them into WT estimations. In order to
maintain validity over time, it is recommended to periodically
refresh the models using current data by re-running CMIM
and updating the conditional probabilities table of the selected
key-factors. As NBC is computationally inexpensive, it can
even serve as a basis for real-time decision support system
in manufacturing, identifying potential delays in production
and their causes, as well as better assessing due dates and
fundamentally enhancing production planning. Finally, semi-
conductor manufacturers can effortlessly adopt the modular
structure of our methodology and have it customized to their
own special needs, restrictions, and objectives, e.g. by means
of adjusting the number of levels and the values of thresholds
for discretization, as well as the selection of the analyzed
features to begin with.

APPENDIX

FEATURES IN THE DATA SET

See Tables V–VII.
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TABLE VI

Features Removed by CMIM

Feature Description Associated Oper-
ation(s)

Number of times that the lot has been
previously processed by a tool of that
type

Any

Distance from last bottleneck Any
Distance to next bottleneck Any
Distance from last processing by such
tool

Any

Distance to next processing by such
tool

Any

Distance from line start Any
Distance to line end Any
Existence of batch size restrictions Any
Lot scrapping probability Any
Wafer scrapping probability Any
Mean inter-arrival time to operation Any
Mean percent of tool’s time in down
state

Any

Mean percent of tool’s time in setup
state

Any

Mean time in setup state Any
Minimum batch size (diffusion) Any
Maximum batch size (diffusion) Any
Number of products using that tool Any
Positioning within rework loop
(lithography)

Any

St.dev. inter-arrival time to operation Any
St.dev. percent of tool’s time in setup
state

Any

St.dev. time in setup state Any
St.dev. tool type availability Any
X factor: CT/process time Prev., before prev.
Load (manufacturing rate)/(maximum
possible rate)

Before prev.

Availability’s coefficient of variation Prev., before prev.
Frequency of tool’s down state Prev., before prev.
Mean availability of tool type Prev., before prev.
Mean CT Before prev.
Mean percent of time in material load-
ing state

Prev., before prev.

Mean percent of time in unloading
state

Prev., before prev.

St.dev. operation’s CT Prev., before prev.
St.dev. percent of time in idleness
state

Before prev.

St.dev. percent of time in material
loading state

Prev., before prev.

St.dev. percent of time in processing
state

Prev., before prev.

St.dev. percent of time in unloading
state

Prev., before prev.

St.dev. percent of tool’s time in down
state

Before prev.

St.dev. queue length Before prev.
St.dev. time in processing state Before prev.
St.dev. tool’s down state frequency Current, before

prev.
St.dev. WT Prev., before prev.
Tool availability Before prev.
Utilization/availability Before prev.

TABLE VII

WT Key Factors, Ordered by CMIM and SNBC Selection

Feature Description Associated Operation CMIM SNBC

Number of operations carried out by
the tool

Current 1 4

Mean time in processing state Current 2 11

Tool availability Current 3 2

Number of previous tool loops Previous 4 3

St.dev. percent of tool’s time in down
state

Current 5 18

Load (manufacturing
rate)/(maximum possible rate)

Current 6 14

Mean percent of tool’s time in pro-
cessing state

Current 7 –

Number of previous tool loops Before prev. 8 6

Mean time in processing state Previous 9 13

Mean percent of time in idle state Current 10 16

St.dev. queue length Current 11 5

Mean percent of tool’s time in pro-
cessing state

Previous 12 –

Mean queue length Current 13 –

Mean time in processing state Before prev. 14 –

St.dev. time in processing state Previous 15 –

St.dev. percent of time in processing
state

Current 16 –

Mean percent of tool’s time in pro-
cessing state

Before prev. 17 –

St.dev. percent of idle time state Current 18 17

Utilization/availability Current 19 –

Number of such tools in the fab Before prev. 20 8

Frequency of tool idleness Before prev. 21 –

Mean percent of time in material load-
ing state

Current 22 19

Frequency of tool idleness Current 23 1

St.dev. time in processing state Current 24 –

Mean queue length Before prev. 25 –

Mean percent of time in unloading
state

Current 26 –

St.dev. percent of time in unloading
state

Current 27 15

St.dev. percent of time in material
loading state

Current 28 –

Number of such tools in the fab Current 29 –

Mean weekly number of station se-
tups

Current 30 –

St.dev. tool’s idleness frequency Current 31 –

Mean queue length Previous 32 –

St.dev. queue length Previous 33 –

St.dev. tool’s idleness frequency Previous 34 –

Number of such tools in the fab Previous 35 9

Load (manufacturing
rate)/(maximum possible rate)

Previous 36 –

St.dev. tool’s idleness frequency Before prev. 37 –

Mean CT Previous 38 12

Mean availability of tool type Current 39 –

Utilization/availability Previous 40 –

St.dev. percent of tool’s time in down
state

Previous 41 –

Mean percent of time in idle state Previous 42 –

Frequency of tool’s down state current 43 –

Tool availability Previous 44 7

Number of operations carried out by
the tool

Previous 45 10

Mean percent of time in idle state Before prev. 46 –

Availability’s coefficient of variation Current 47 20

St.dev. percent of time in idle state Previous 48 –

St.dev. tool’s down state frequency Previous 49 –

Frequency of tool idleness Previous 50 –
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